The suitability of motivational interviewing versus cognitive behavioural interventions on improving self-care in patients with heart failure: A literature review and discussion paper.
Chronic heart failure remains a major public health concern due to its high prevalence and disease burden. Although self-care has been advocated as the sustainable solution, it remains inadequate. Recent studies have shown the potential of integrating structured counselling elements into traditional educational programs to enhance self-care but the optimal counselling method remains unclear. To compare the applicability of cognitive behavioural interventions and motivational interviewing on improving self-care behaviours in patients with chronic heart failure. A systematic three-step search strategy was used to identify studies that incorporated cognitive behavioural interventions and/or motivational interviewing to improve heart failure self-care. Quantitative and qualitative trial studies that met the inclusion criteria were appraised using the Joanna Brigg's Institute criteria. Motivational interviewing showed higher potential in improving HF self-care behaviours, but sustainability remains unclear. Cognitive behavioural interventions only showed effectiveness when applied to patients with comorbid depressive symptoms. Statistically significant results were only elucidated upon statistical adjustments and examination of behaviours individually. Potential effective components of CBI include setting up environmental reminders, addressing misconceptions and skills-training while that of MI was the communication style. MI and CBI could be used synergistically by extracting their key effective components to strengthen the intention-behaviour link in improving HF self-care behaviours. MI could be used to enhance the intention to change by evoking ambivalence and change talk. CBI could be used to enhance problem-solving skills and set environmental reminders to strengthen the translation of intention to behaviour.